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BIJECTIVE RECURRENCES CONCERNING TWO SCHRÖDER TRIANGLES
SHISHUO FU AND YALING WANG
Abstract. Let rpn, kq (resp. spn, kq) be the number of Schröder paths (resp. little Schröder
paths) of length 2n with k hills, and set rp0, 0q “ sp0, 0q “ 1. We bijectively establish the following
recurrence relations:
rpn, 0q “
n´1ÿ
j“0
2
j
rpn´ 1, jq,
rpn, kq “ rpn´ 1, k ´ 1q `
n´1ÿ
j“k
2
j´k
rpn´ 1, jq, 1 ď k ď n,
spn, 0q “
n´1ÿ
j“1
2 ¨ 3j´1spn´ 1, jq,
spn, kq “ spn´ 1, k ´ 1q `
n´1ÿ
j“k`1
2 ¨ 3j´k´1spn´ 1, jq, 1 ď k ď n.
The infinite lower triangular matrices rrpn, kqsn,kě0 and rspn, kqsn,kě0, whose row sums produce
the large and little Schröder numbers respectively, are two Riordan arrays of Bell type. Hence
the above recurrences can also be deduced from their A- and Z-sequences characterizations.
On the other hand, it is well-known that the large Schröder numbers also enumerate separa-
ble permutations. This propelled us to reveal the connection with a lesser-known permutation
statistic, called initial ascending run, whose distribution on separable permutations is shown to
be given by rrpn, kqsn,kě0 as well.
1. Introduction
A Schröder path of length 2n is a path from p0, 0q to p2n, 0q consisting of steps px, yq Ñ px `
1, y ` 1q called ups, steps px, yq Ñ px` 1, y ´ 1q called downs, and steps px, yq Ñ px` 2, yq called
horizontals, that never travels below the x-axis. The height of a step is taken to be the y-coordinate
of its ending point. A little Schröder path is a Schröder path without horizontals at height 0. When
it is more convenient, we will describe a path by a word composed of letters U (for an up), D
(for a down) and H (for a horizontal). By convention, we view the empty path as the only (little)
Schröder path of length zero. We denote the set of all Schröder paths (resp. little Schröder paths)
as R (resp. S). These two types of lattice paths are well known to be enumerated by the large
and little Schröder numbers rpnq and spnq, respectively. They are registered in Sloane’s OEIS [14]
as
rpnqrA006318s :1, 2, 6, 22, 90, 394, ¨ ¨ ¨ , and
spnqrA001003s :1, 1, 3, 11, 45, 197, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Date: August 13, 2019.
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A peak in a Schröder path is an up followed by a down, such as px, yq Ñ px`1, y`1q Ñ px`2, yq,
which we refer to as a peak at height y`1. In particular, a hill is a peak at height 1. For 0 ď k ď n,
let rpn, kq (resp. spn, kq) be the number of Schröder paths (resp. little Schröder paths) of length
2n with k hills. Set rp0, 0q “ sp0, 0q “ 1 by convention. Then we have
rrpn, kqsn,kě0 “
»———————–
1 0 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
1 1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
3 2 1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
11 7 3 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
45 28 12 4 1 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
rA104219s, (1.1)
rspn, kqsn,kě0 “
»———————–
1 0 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
0 1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
2 0 1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
6 4 0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
26 12 6 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
rA114709s. (1.2)
Alternative interpretations of (1.1) were given by Pergola and Sulanke [15], using weighted
lattice paths and bicolored parallelogram polyominoes. Moreover, note that (1.1) and (1.2) are
two examples of Riordan arrays, which are natural generalizations of the Pascal triangle. Rior-
dan arrays have attracted considerable interests recently, see for example Shapiro-Getu-Woan-
Woodson [18] and Shapiro [17] for the study of them as a group, called the Riordan group, Sprug-
noli [20] and Luzón-Merlini-Morón-Sprugnoli [12] for their application to combinatorial sums and
identities, Barcucci-Pergola-Pinzani-Rinaldi [1] and Deutsch-Ferrari-Rinaldi [6] for their relation
with succession rule and the ECO method, Rogers [16], Merlini-Rogers-Sprugnoli-Verri [13] and
He-Sprugnoli [10] for an alternative characterization of Riordan arrays using A- and Z-sequences,
and most recently Chen-Liang-Wang [3], Zhu [24] and Chen-Wang [4] for the combinatorial in-
equalities in Riordan arrays. We mostly follow Barry [2] for the notations and terminologies
concerning Rirodan arrays. Readers unfamiliar with Riordan arrays could also use Barry’s book
as a gentle introduction to the subject.
Towards the end of this introduction, we briefly recall how to apply the A- and Z-sequences
characterizations of (1.1) and (1.2) to derive the following recurrences.
Theorem 1.1. For any integers n ě 1, we have
rpn, 0q “
n´1ÿ
j“0
2jrpn´ 1, jq, (1.3)
rpn, kq “ rpn´ 1, k ´ 1q `
n´1ÿ
j“k
2j´krpn´ 1, jq, 1 ď k ď n. (1.4)
Theorem 1.2. We have sp1, 0q “ 0, sp1, 1q “ 1, and for any integers n ě 2,
spn, 0q “
n´1ÿ
j“1
2 ¨ 3j´1spn´ 1, jq, (1.5)
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spn, kq “ spn´ 1, k ´ 1q `
n´1ÿ
j“k`1
2 ¨ 3j´k´1spn´ 1, jq, 1 ď k ď n. (1.6)
M.-P. Schützenberger advocated that “every algebraic relation is to be given a combinatorial
counterpart and vice versa” (see [9]). This is even more true for recurrences like (1.3)–(1.6) with
positive coefficients. For instance, Foata and Zeilberger [9] utilized well-weighted binary trees, and
then Sulanke [22] used elevated Schröder paths to give bijective proofs of the following recurrence:
3p2n ` 1qrpnq “ pn` 2qrpn` 1q ` pn´ 1qrpn´ 1q, for n ě 1.
In Section 2, we present bijective proofs, in the style of Foata-Zeilberger and Sulanke, of the
above two theorems. Next in Section 3, we consider separable permutations (definition postponed
to Section 3), which are enumerated by the large Schröder numbers as well. This raises the
following Problem 1.3. We succeeded in finding such a statistic, called initial ascending run and
denoted as iar, that answers part (i) of this problem. The proof relies on interpreting (1.3) and (1.4)
via di-sk trees, certain labeled binary trees introduced in [8] to represent separable permutations.
We end this paper with the discussion on a more general Riordan array pgpu, v;xq, xgpu, v;xqq and
some of its specializations, as well as some outlook on future research motivated by the permutation
statistic iar.
Problem 1.3. (i) Is there a statistic defined on the set of separable permutations, such that
the enumeration of separable permutations refined by this statistic is given by rpn, kq?
(ii) If yes, find a bijection from Schröder paths to separable permutations, that sends the number
of hills to the statistic found in (i).
We close this introduction by recalling the typical algebraic proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 using
the theory of Riordan arrays. The readers are assumed to know the basic definitions. We first
show that (1.1) and (1.2) are indeed Riordan arrays. Let rR be the set of Schröder paths without
hills. Then we have
|S| “ | rR|,
since we can bijectively map a Schröder path without hills to a little Schröder path, by transforming
each horizontal at height 0 to a hill. Therefore we see rpn, 0q “ spnq, and their common generating
function is well-known to be
gpxq :“
ÿ
ně0
rpn, 0qxn “
ÿ
ně0
spnqxn “ 1` x´
?
1´ 6x` x2
4x
.
Now each Schröder path p with k hills can be uniquely decomposed as p “ p1UDp2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pkUDpk`1,
where each pi, 1 ď i ď k`1 is a Schröder path without hills (possibly empty). This decomposition
leads to the generating function
xkgpxqk`1 “ gpxq ¨ pxgpxqqk .
So we see rrpn, kqsn,kě0 “ pgpxq, xgpxqq is indeed a Riordan array, and in particular, an element
of the Bell subgroup [17, §2.3]. Therefore we can compute the generating functions for its A- and
Z-sequences:
Apxq “ x
Revpxgpxqq “
1´ x
1´ 2x “ 1` x` 2x
2 ` 22x3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , and
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Zpxq “ 1
x
pApxq ´ 1q “ 1
1´ 2x “ 1` 2x` 2
2x2 ` 23x3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
which implies Theorem 1.1 immediately. Here Revpfpxqq is the compositional inverse of fpxq. For
more details behind these calculations, see for example [2, §7.5]. The proof of Theorem 1.2 using
Riorday array requires the following generating function for little Schöder paths without hills (see
A114710): ÿ
ně0
spn, 0qxn “ 2
1` 3x`?1´ 6x` x2 .
The rest can be done analogously, and thus is omitted.
2. Bijective proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
We begin by introducing further notions defined on Schröder paths.
Definition 2.1. A k-basin at height y is a down followed by k consecutive horizontals at height
y and then an up, such as
px, y ` 1q Ñ px` 1, yq Ñ px` 3, yq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ px` 2k ` 1, yq Ñ px` 2k ` 2, y ` 1q.
In particular, a 0-basin is called a valley. A closure is a down step at height 0. For 0 ď k ď n,
let Rn,k (resp. Sn,k) be the set of Schröder paths (resp. little Schröder paths) of length 2n with
k hills. Recall that their cardinalities are
|Rn,k| “ rpn, kq, and |Sn,k| “ spn, kq
respectively. We denote the concatenation of two paths p1 and p2 by the juxtaposition p1p2, and
it will be abbreviated as the power p2
1
if p1 “ p2. We denote the set of binary sequences of length
k as
Bk :“ tpb1, b2, . . . , bkq : bi “ 0 or 1, 1 ď i ď ku, for k ě 1, and B0 “ tHu.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. To prove (1.3), we first define a map
φ :
n´1ď
k“0
Rn´1,k ˆ Bk Ñ Rn,0.
Then it suffices to show that φ is a bijection.
Given any Schröder path p P Rn´1,k and any sequence b “ pb1, . . . , bkq P Bk, we transform the
pair pp,bq into a path q P Rn,0 by the four steps described below. Then we set φpp,bq “ q.
Step 1: If p is entirely composed of horizontals (so necessarily k “ 0), possibly empty, then
we put q “ pH.
Step 2: Otherwise, we locate the leftmost up and the rightmost down of p, decompose it as
p “ HaUp1DHb, for some integers a, b ě 0 and subpath Up1D P Rn´1´a´b,k. Let
pˆ “ HaUUp1DDHb.
If k “ 0, then we put q “ pˆ.
Step 3: Otherwise we have k ě 1. Label the k hills in Up1D from left to right as pk1, . . . ,pkk.
For each j, 1 ď j ď k, if bj “ 0 we do nothing. If bj “ 1 we consider the following cases:
‚ If j “ 1 and pk1 is at the beginning of Up1D, i.e., p1 begins with a D. Then we
“flatten” this hill: UD Ñ H.
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‚ If j “ k and pkk is at the end of Up1D, i.e., p1 ends with a U . Then we “flatten” this
hill: UD Ñ H.
‚ In all the remaining cases, we “reverse” the hill pkj: UD Ñ DU .
Denote the modified path as qˆ. If qˆ has no hills, then we put q “ qˆ.
Step 4: Otherwise, clearly all hills in qˆ were produced by “reversing” the hills in Up1D from
Step 3. We fix this by replacing m consecutive hills DpUDqmU with an m-basin DHmU .
Denote the modified path as q.
In all cases, we see q indeed has length 2n and no hills, thus q P Rn,0 and φ is well-defined.
Next, we show that φ is bijective by constructing its inverse. For each path q P Rn,0, we
determine an integer k, 0 ď k ď n ´ 1, find a path p P Rn´1,k and a binary sequence b P Bk, by
following the three steps described below. Then we set φ´1pqq “ pp,bq.
Step 1: If q is entirely composed of horizontals, then k “ 0, b “ H, and we get p by
removing an H from q.
Step 2: Otherwise, we locate the leftmost up and the rightmost down of q, and decompose
it as q “ HaUq1DHb. Count collectively how many initial horizontal (i.e., when q1 begins
with an H), final horizontal (i.e., when q1 ends with an H), hills of q1, and basins at height
0 do we have in Uq1D. The total number is denoted as k, with each m-basin contributing
m` 1 to the sum. Let
qˆ “ Haq1Hb.
If k “ 0, then put b “ H and p “ qˆ.
Step 3: Otherwise, we screen q1 from left to right, and let the index j increase from 1 to k.
Whenever we encounter a hill of q1, we set bj “ 0 and do nothing with the path, otherwise
we consider the following cases:
‚ If we encounter an initial horizontal (i.e., q1 begins with an H), then set b1 “ 1 and
replace this H with UD.
‚ If we encounter a final horizontal (i.e., q1 ends with an H), then set bk “ 1 and replace
this H with UD.
‚ If we encounter an m-basin at height ´1 of q1, then set bj “ bj`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ bj`m “ 1,
and replace this m-basin DHmU with pUDqm`1. Note that m “ 0 is possible and
allowed.
Denote the final path as p.
In all cases, we see p P Rn´1,k and b P Bk, hence φ´1 is well-defined. It is routine to check that
φ and φ´1 are indeed inverse to each other. An example of applying φ´1 can be found in Figure
1, where those steps in q that have contributed to the total number k “ 7 are labeled.
The proof of (1.4) is analogous, we begin by constructing a map
Φ :
n´1ď
j“k´1
Rn´1,j ˆ Bj´k Ñ Rn,k, where B´1 :“ tHu.
For each pair pp,bq P Ťn´1j“k´1Rn´1,j ˆ Bj´k, we find a path q P Rn,k according to the following
two cases. Then we set Φppp,bqq “ q.
Case 1: If j “ k ´ 1, then we put q “ UDp.
Case 2: Otherwise j ě k. We decompose p as p “ p1UDp2, where UD is the k-th hill of
p counting from right to left. Therefore p1 has j ´ k hills. We see that φpp1,bq is a
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Schröder path without hills. Now we put
q “ φpp1,bqUDp2.
In both cases, we see q P Rn,k so Φ is well-defined. Moreover, one observes that q is derived from
Case 1 if and only if it begins with UD, making it clear how we should define the inverse of Φ.
Consequently we see that Φ is bijective. The proof is now completed. 
q:
H
U D U D
D U D H H U
p:
Figure 1. φ´1pqq “ pp,bq with b “ p1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0q.
In order to deal with the factor 3 appeared in equations (1.5) and (1.6), we need to introduce
the following set of almost ternary sequences
Tk :“ tpt1, t2, . . . , tkq : ti “ 0, 1 or 2, 1 ď i ď k ´ 1, and tk “ 0 or 1u, for k ě 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. There is only one little Schröder path of length 2, namely UD, so sp1, 0q “
0, sp1, 1q “ 1. Now suppose n ě 2. To prove equation (1.5), it suffices to construct a bijection
ψ :
n´1ď
k“1
Sn´1,k ˆ Tk Ñ Sn,0.
Given any little Schröder path p P Sn´1,k and any sequence t “ pt1, . . . , tkq P Tk, we transform
the pair pp, tq into a path q P Sn,0 by the three steps described below. Then we set ψpp, tq “ q.
Since k ě 1, we can uniquely decompose p as p “ p1UDp2, where UD is the k-th hill of p
counting from left to right, p1 is a little Schröder path with k´ 1 hills, and p2 is a little Schröder
path without hills. Label the k hills in p1UD from left to right as pk1, . . . ,pkk.
Step 1: If tk “ 0, let
pˆ “ UUp1DDp2.
For other j, 1 ď j ď k´ 1, if tj “ 0 we do nothing. If tj ‰ 0 we consider the following two
cases:
‚ If tj “ 1, then we “flatten” the hill pkj : UD Ñ H.
‚ If tj “ 2, then we “reverse” the hill pkj: UD Ñ DU .
Denote the modified path as q. In this case, there exist no horizontals at height 1 to the
left of the first closure (see Definition 2.1), counting from left to right.
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Step 2: Otherwise we have tk “ 1, let
pˆ “ UHp1Dp2.
For each j, 1 ď j ď k´ 1, we do the same operation as in Step 1, and denote the modified
path as qˆ. If t has no 2 in it, then we put q “ qˆ. In this case, the H after the first U is
the first horizontal at height 1, and the D before p2 is the first closure.
Step 3: Otherwise, each tj “ 2 will create a new closure. We can uniquely decompose qˆ as
qˆ “ UHq1DUq2Dp2,
where D is the first closure, q1 is a Schröder path, and Uq2D is a little Schröder path.
Then we take
q “ UUq2DHq1Dp2.
In this case, the H before q1 is the first horizontal at height 1, and the D before p2 is the
first closure.
In all cases, we see q is a little Schröder path of length 2n having no hills, thus q P Sn,0 and ψ
is well-defined.
Next, we construct the inverse of ψ. For each path q P Sn,0, we determine an integer k, 1 ď k ď
n´ 1, find a path p P Sn´1,k and a sequence t P Tk, by following the three steps described below.
Then we set ψ´1pqq “ pp, tq.
Step 1: If there exist no horizontals at height 1 before the first closure, then we must have
decompostition
q “ UUp1DDp2,
where the second D is the first closure. Now for the subpath p1, we screen from left
to right, label collectively the hills, horizontals at height 0, and valleys at height ´1, as
phv1, . . . ,phvk´1, and set tk “ 0. For the extreme case when p1 is empty or it has none of
the steps mentioned above, we simply take k “ 1 and t “ p0q. Now for each 1 ď j ď k´1,
we assign a value to tj and transform phvj according to its type.
‚ If phvj “ UD, we leave it unchanged and set tj “ 0.
‚ If phvj “ H, we replace H with UD and set tj “ 1.
‚ If phvj “ DU , we replace DU with UD and set tj “ 2.
Denote the modified path as pˆ1 and put p “ pˆ1UDp2.
Step 2: Otherwise, locate the first horizontal at height 1 (denoted asH), and the first closure
(denoted as D), which must appear to the right of H, and decompose as
q “ Up1Hq1Dp2,
If p1 “ H, we screen q1 from left to right, label collectively the hills and the horizontals
at height 0 as ph1, . . . ,phk´1, and set tk “ 1. For each 1 ď j ď k´ 1, we assign a value to
tj and transform phj according to its type.
‚ If phj “ UD, we leave it unchanged and set tj “ 0.
‚ If phj “ H, we replace H with UD and set tj “ 1.
Denote the modified path as qˆ1 and put p “ qˆ1UDp2.
Step 3: Otherwise, p1 is a non-empty little Schröder path, so we can assume p1 “ Uq2D.
We put
qˆ “ q1DUq2UDp2.
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Now label the hills, the horizontals at height 0, and the valleys at height ´1 in q1DUq2
as phv1, . . . ,phvk´1, and set tk “ 1. For each 1 ď j ď k ´ 1, we assign a value to tj and
transform phvj according to its type.
‚ If phvj “ UD, we leave it unchanged and set tj “ 0.
‚ If phvj “ H, we replace H with UD and set tj “ 1.
‚ If phvj “ DU , we replace DU with UD and set tj “ 2.
Denote the modified path as p.
In all cases, we see p P Sn´1,k and t “ pt1, . . . , tkq P Tk, hence ψ´1 is well-defined. It is routine
to check that ψ and ψ´1 are indeed inverse to each other. Two examples of applying ψ´1 are given
in Figures 2 and 3, where those steps in q that contribute to the total number k “ 6 are labeled.
In addition, the first closure is marked by Œ, while the first horizontal of height 1 before the first
closure is marked by Ñ.
The proof of (1.6) is analogous, we begin by constructing a map
Ψ :
n´1ď
j“k´1,j‰k
Sn´1,j ˆ Tj´k Ñ Sn,k, where T´1 “ tHu.
For each pair pp, tq P Ťn´1j“k´1,j‰k Sn´1,j ˆ Tj´k, we construct a path q P Sn,k according to the
following two cases. Then we set Ψpp, tq “ q.
Case 1: If j “ k ´ 1, then we put q “ UDp.
Case 2: Otherwise j ą k. We decompose p as p “ p1UDp2, where UD is the k-th hill of p
counting from right to left. Therefore p1 has j ´ k hills. We see that ψpp1, tq is a little
Schröder path without hills. Now we put
q “ ψpp1, tqUDp2.
In both cases, we see q P Sn,k so Ψ is well-defined. Moreover, one observes that q is derived from
Case 1 if and only if it begins with UD, making it clear how we should define the inverse of Ψ.
Consequently we see that Ψ is bijective. The proof is now completed. 
q:
H U D
D U D U
H
Œ
p:
Figure 2. ψ´1pqq “ pp, tq with t “ p1, 0, 2, 2, 1, 0q.
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q:
Œ
Ñ
U D
U D
H
U DU D
p:
Figure 3. ψ´1pqq “ pp, tq with t “ p0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 1q.
3. Separable permutations
Other than the Schröder paths, there are quite a few combinatorial structures enumerated
by the large Schröder numbers (see for example [21, Exercise 6.39]). One of them is the set of
separable permutations (see [11,19,23]). A permutation is called separable, if it does not contain a
subsequence of four elements with the same pairwise comparisons as 2413 or 3142. We denote the
set of all separable permutations of rns :“ t1, 2, . . . , nu by Snp2413, 3142q, where Sn is the n-th
symmetric group. Now we define iar on the entire symmetric group Sn. It should be noted that
in the literature, iar has made its appearance as lir (leftmost increasing run), see [5, pp. 5].
Definition 3.1. For any permutation pi “ pi1pi2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pin P Sn, we take iarppiq to be the greatest
integer i, 1 ď i ď n such that pi1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pii. For each i, 1 ď i ă n, we call it a descent of pi, if and
only if pii ą pii`1. Then alternatively, iarppiq is the smallest descent of pi. And iarppiq “ n if and
only if pi “ 12 ¨ ¨ ¨ n has no descents at all.
Now for 1 ď k ď n, let
Pn,k :“ tpi P Snp2413, 3142q : iarppiq “ ku,
whose cardinality we denote as ppn, kq. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. We have pp1, 1q “ 1, and
ppn, 1q “
n´1ÿ
j“1
2j´1ppn´ 1, jq, for n ě 2, (3.1)
ppn, kq “ ppn´ 1, k ´ 1q `
n´1ÿ
j“k
2j´kppn´ 1, jq, for 2 ď k ď n. (3.2)
Consequently, for all 1 ď k ď n,
rpn´ 1, k ´ 1q “ ppn, kq. (3.3)
Remark 3.3. It is unclear to us, how the initial ascents pi1 ă pi2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă piiarppiq can decompose the
permutation pi as the hills does to a Schröder path. Therefore it seems difficult, if not impossible,
to prove Theorem 3.2 algebraically using Riorday array.
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a
‘
a
a
‘
a
a
‘
a
a
‘
a
a
‘
a
Figure 4. Five trees with label sequence pa,‘,aq, only the first four being di-sk trees.
Equation (3.3) immediately follows from the same recurrences (1.3)–(1.4), and (3.1)–(3.2), as
well as the fact that rp0, 0q “ pp1, 1q “ 1. Moreover, it justifies using iar as a valid statistic to
answer Problem 1.3 (i). All it remains is to show (3.1) and (3.2). To this end, we need to utilize
certain kind of labeled and rooted binary trees, which was formally defined in [8]. And implicitly,
it had previously appeared in Shapiro and Stephens’ work [19].
Definition 3.4. [8, Def. 2.2] A rooted binary tree is called di-sk tree if its nodes are labeled
either with ‘ or a, such that no node has the same label as its right child (this is called the right
chain condition). We use the in-order (traversal) to compare nodes on di-sk trees: starting with
the root node, we recursively traverse the left subtree to parent then to the right subtree if any.
The set of all di-sk trees with n ´ 1 nodes is denoted as DTn. The i-th node of a di-sk tree T is
denoted as T piq.
Remark 3.5. For each di-sk tree T P DTn, it uniquely decides a label sequence pL1, L2, . . . , Ln´1q,
where Li is the label of the i-th node (by in-order) of T . But conversely this is not true. See Fig. 4
for all four di-sk trees in DT4 that share the same label sequence. Note that the last tree is not a
di-sk tree since it does not satisfy the right chain condition.
A di-sk tree is called right-branching, if its root does not have left child. For example, only the
fourth tree in Fig 4 is right-branching. We need the following theorem, its corollary, and three
operations.
Theorem 3.6 (Theorem 2.3 in [8]). There exists a bijection η : Snp2413, 3142q Ñ DTn such that
i P DESppiq ô the i-th node (by in-order) of ηppiq is labeled a,
where DESppiq is the set of all descents of pi.
This map η bijectively establishes the following corollary.
Corollary 3.7. For any 1 ď k ď n, let DTn,k denote the set of all di-sk trees with n ´ 1 nodes
whose label sequence begins as p‘, . . . ,‘looomooon
k´1
,a, . . .q. Then we have
|DTn,k| “ ppn, kq.
Definition 3.8. Given two di-sk trees S P DTm and T P DTn, we define three operations, each
of which combines S and T to give us a di-sk tree in DTm`n´1.
‚ For any node of T that has no left child, say T piq, let
S{T ris
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be the di-sk tree derived by attaching S to T from left, such that the root of S becomes
the left child of T piq.
‚ If the root of S is labeled ‘ (resp. a), then for any a-node (resp. ‘-node) of T that has
no right child, say T piq, we let
T riszS
be the di-sk tree derived by attaching S to T from right, such that the root of S becomes
the right child of T piq.
‚ Assume both S and T are right-branching. If S is a single node, then let
S#T :“ S{T r1s,
otherwise we set
S#T :“ T {Sr2s.
In both cases, we see that Sp1q and T p1q are the first and second node of S#T .
The notion of right chain is of great importance due to the right chain condition for all di-sk
trees. We introduce it now, together with an involution that acts on each di-sk tree.
Definition 3.9. Given a di-sk tree, its right chain (or simply chain) is any maximal chain composed
of only right edges. We say two nodes are at the same level if they are connected by a sequence
of left edges. Then, whether two chains are at the same level or not is according to their heads.
Definition 3.10. For each di-sk tree T , the map τ switches the label of the root of T (i.e., a
becomes ‘ and ‘ becomes a), and thus switches the labels of all the nodes in the same chain
as the root, to guarantee that τpT q is still a di-sk tree. Moreover, it keeps the labels of all the
remaining nodes in T and the tree structure of T .
We take τ0pT q “ T and τ is clearly an involution on DTn. Let B0 :“ t0u and for k ě 1,
Bk :“ tb “ b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bk : bi “ 0 or 1, for 1 ď i ď ku
be the set of binary numbers with exactly k digits, whose cardinality is 2k. We are now ready to
prove the main result of this section.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. First note that DTn´1,k´1 is in bijection with the following subset of DTn,k.
DT
˚
n,k :“ tT P DTn,k : there exists S P DTn´1,k´1 such that T “ ‘{Sr1su,
which is the empty set if k “ 1. In view of Corollary 3.7, it then suffices to construct a bijection
ρ :
n´1ď
j“k
DTn´1,j ˆBj´k Ñ DTn,kzDT˚n,k, for 1 ď k ď n´ 1.
For each pair pT, bq P DTn´1,j ˆ Bj´k, we construct a di-sk tree S P DTn,kzDT˚n,k by three
steps described below. Then we set ρpT, bq “ S. Note that since j ě k, the label sequence of T
must begins as p‘, . . . ,‘looomooon
k´1
, Lk, . . . , Ln´2q.
Step 1: If T pkq exists and has no left child, then let
Tˆ :“ a{T rks.
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Otherwise T pkq does not exist (this happens only when k “ n ´ 1), or the left child of
T pkq is T pk ´ 1q, which is labeled ‘. We let
Tˆ :“ T rk ´ 1sz a .
In either case, we see Tˆ P DTn,k and the newly added a-node is Tˆ pkq. Now if Tˆ P
DTn,kzDT˚n,k, let Sˆ :“ Tˆ and go to Step 3.
Step 2: Otherwise we have Tˆ P DT˚n,k, so Tˆ p1q is labeled ‘ and does not have right child.
Suppose Tˆ pmq is the smallest indexed node at the same level as Tˆ p1q that has right child.
Clearly 2 ď m ď k´ 1. We cut the edge between Tˆ pm´ 1q and Tˆ pmq to get two subtrees.
The one rooted at Tˆ pm ´ 1q is denote by R, which is a path from Tˆ p1q to Tˆ pm ´ 1q
composed of left edges only. The other subtree is denoted as T˜ . Now we put
Sˆ :“ R{T˜ rk ´m` 1s.
One checks that Sˆ P DTn,kzDT˚n,k. More precisely, Sˆpkq and Sˆpj ` 1q are labeled a, and
Sˆp1q, . . . , Sˆpk ´ 1q, Sˆpk ` 1q, . . . , Sˆpjq are all labeled ‘.
Step 3: If b contains no 1, then take S :“ Sˆ and we are done. Otherwise suppose
b “ 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 01bˆ,
where bˆ “ bˆ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bˆl, for some 0 ď l ď j ´ k ´ 1. To get S, we “cut and paste” as follows.
Step 3-1: We delete the southwest and northeast edges
ä
‘
ä
,
if any, of all nodes Sˆpk ` 1q, . . . , Sˆpk ` l ` 1q, and remove them as well as their
descendants from Sˆ. If doing so creates a pair of disconnected nodes that were at
the same level in Sˆ, then connect them. This modified tree still contains Sˆpkq and is
denoted as S˜. All the l ` 1 “peeled off” trees are right-branching, and we denote the
one rooted at Sˆpk ` iq as Sˆi, for 1 ď i ď l ` 1.
Step 3-2: We take
S :“ S˜rkszP,
where
P :“ τ bˆ1pSˆ1qr1s{τ bˆ2pSˆ2qr1s{ ¨ ¨ ¨ {τ bˆlpSˆlqr1s{Sˆl`1r1s.
Intuitively, P is formed by connecting the roots of τ bˆ1pSˆ1q, . . . , τ bˆlpSˆlq, Sˆl`1 one-by-one
using left edges.
In all cases, we see S P DTn,k and ρ is well-defined. See Figure 5 for an example of applying ρ
on pairs pT, bq, with a fixed T P DT14,6 and all possible choices of b P B4.
Next, we show that ρ is bijective by constructing its inverse. For each di-sk tree S P DTn,kzDT˚n,k,
we determine an integer j, 1 ď j ď n ´ 1, construct a tree T P DTn´1,j, and a binary number
b P Bj´k, by following the three steps described below. Then we set ρ´1pSq “ pT, bq.
Step 1: Basically, we want to undo the “cut and paste” to recover Sˆ, from which we can
recognize the integer j.
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Step 1-1: If Spkq has no right child, then we put Sˆ “ S, b “ 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0lomon
j´k
(j will be determined
in Step 2) and go to Step 2. Otherwise suppose Spi1q, . . . , Spilq, Spil`1q are all the
nodes at the same level as the right child of Spkq, with Spil`1q being the right child
itself. Let
bˆ “ bˆ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bˆl,
where
bˆm “
#
0 if Spimq is labeled ‘
1 if Spimq is labeled a
, for 1 ď m ď l.
Now we cut the edge between Spkq and Spil`1q, as well as the southwest and northeast
edges
ä
‘
ä
of all nodes Spi1q, . . . , Spilq, denote the subtree rooted at Spimq as Sm, for 1 ď m ď
l`1. The remaining subtree contains Spkq and is denoted as S˜. Note that Spkq “ S˜pkq
and all Sm, 1 ď m ď l`1 are right-branching (see the definition before Theorem 3.6).
Step 1-2: We get Sˆ by inserting P into S˜ according to the following two cases, where
P :“ τ bˆ1pS1q#pτ bˆ2pS2q#p¨ ¨ ¨ pτ bˆlpSlq#Sl`1qqq.
‚ If S˜pkq has a left parent, say S˜pk1q, then connect S˜pk1q with P p1q using a left
edge. Moreover if S˜pk1q has a right parent in S˜, say S˜pk2q, then connect the
root of P with S˜pk2q using a left edge. Denote this new di-sk tree by Sˆ.
‚ Otherwise we connect S˜pkq with P p1q using a left edge. Moreover if S˜pkq has a
right parent in S˜, say S˜pk3q, then connect the root of P with S˜pk3q using a left
edge. Denote this new di-sk tree by Sˆ.
Step 2: Clearly Sˆpkq is still the first a-node in Sˆ, now suppose the second a-node in Sˆ is
the m-th node, then take j “ m ´ 1. In the case that Sˆ has only one a-node, we take
j “ n´ 1. If b is undefined, we put
b :“ 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0lomon
j´k´l´1
1bˆ.
Now if Sˆpkq does not have left child, then let Tˆ “ Sˆ and go to Step 3. Otherwise, we cut
the edge between Sˆpk ´ 1q and Sˆpkq to have two subtrees. The one rooted at Sˆpk ´ 1q is
denoted as R, the other one has Sˆpkq and is denoted as T˜ . Now we put
Tˆ :“ R{T˜ r1s.
Step 3: It should be clear that after the above two steps, Tˆ pkq is a leaf node (i.e. has no
children) in Tˆ . We simply delete this node and its associated edge from Tˆ , and denote the
new di-sk tree as T .
One could check that T P DTn´1,j and b P Bj´k, hence ρ´1 is well-defined. It is routine to
check step-by-step, that ρ and ρ´1 are indeed inverse to each other. An example of applying the
inverse map ρ´1 can be found in Figure 6. The proof is now completed. 
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4. Final remarks
Several problems arising from this work merit further study.
First, recall the algebraic proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 via Riordan arrays that we have
outlined in the Introduction. This approach is fully applicable to the enumeration of Schröder
paths refined by two extra parameters, one of which keeps track of the number of horizontals at
height 0, while the other one counts the remaining horizontals.
For any p P R, we use h0ppq, hppq, and |p| to denote the number of horizontals at height 0,
the number of horizontals at positive height, and the semi-length of p, respectively. Then the
generating function of Schröder paths with precisely k hills is given by
xkgpu, v;xqk`1 “ gpu, v;xqpxgpu, v;xqqk ,
where
gpu, v;xq :“
ÿ
pP rR
uh0ppqvhppqx|p| “ 2
1` p2` v ´ 2uqx`a1´ p4` 2vqx` v2x2
is the generating function of Schröder paths without hills. Therefore pgpu, v;xq, xgpu, v;xqq is now
a pu, vq-weighted Riordan array of Bell type. We can analogously solve for its A- and Z-sequences:
Apu, v;xq “ p1´ x` uxqp1 ´ x` ux´ vxq
1´ 2x` ux´ vx “ 1` ux`
ÿ
jě0
p1` vqp2´ u` vqjxj`2, (4.1)
Zpu, v;xq “ 1
x
pApu, v;xq ´ 1q “ u`
ÿ
jě0
p1` vqp2 ´ u` vqjxj`1. (4.2)
Thanks to the addition of parameters u and v, this pgpu, v;xq, xgpu, v;xqq encapsulates quite a
few Riordan arrays as special cases. See Table 1 for some examples. But the somewhat unexpected
presence of the term ´u in both (4.1) and (4.2) makes it an intriguing problem to find bijective
proofs of the following recurrences implied by them.
Theorem 4.1. Let ru,vp0, 0q “ 1, then we have for n ě 1,
ru,vpn, 0q “ uru,vpn´ 1, 0q ` p1` vq
n´2ÿ
j“0
p2´ u` vqjru,vpn´ 1, j ` 1q, (4.3)
and for 1 ď k ď n,
ru,vpn, kq “ ru,vpn´ 1, k ´ 1q ` uru,vpn´ 1, kq ` p1` vq
n´2ÿ
j“k
p2´ u` vqj´kru,vpn ´ 1, j ` 1q,
(4.4)
where ru,vpn, kq is a polynomial in u, v and also the coefficient of xn in xkgpu, v;xqk`1. Combina-
torially, it is the pu, vq-weighted counting of the Schröder paths of length 2n with k hills.
Next, we make some comments on the part (ii) of Problem 1.3. In Sections 2 and 3, we have
constructed bijections to interpret the same recurrences (1.3)–(1.4) and (3.1)–(3.2), via Schröder
paths and di-sk trees, respectively. Moreover, the set of binary sequences Bk and the set of binary
numbers Bk are in natural bijection with each other. This means we get for free, a recursively
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pu, vq pgpxq, fpxqq in OEIS? row sums
p1, 1q p 2
1` x`?1´ 6x` x2 ,
2x
1` x`?1´ 6x` x2 q A104219 1, 2, 6, 22, 90, ¨ ¨ ¨ A006318
p0, 1q p 2
1` 3x`?1´ 6x` x2 ,
2x
1` 3x`?1´ 6x` x2 q A114709 1, 1, 3, 11, 45, ¨ ¨ ¨ A001003
p´1, 1q p 2
1` 5x`?1´ 6x` x2 ,
2x
1` 5x`?1´ 6x` x2 q new 1, 0, 2, 6, 26, ¨ ¨ ¨ A114710
p2, 1q p 2
1´ x`?1´ 6x` x2 ,
2x
1´ x`?1´ 6x` x2 q A080247 1, 3, 11, 45, 197, ¨ ¨ ¨ A001003
p1, 0q p 2
1`?1´ 4x,
2x
1`?1´ 4xq A033184 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, ¨ ¨ ¨ A000108
p0, 0q p 2
1 ` 2x`?1´ 4x,
2x
1` 2x`?1´ 4xq A065600 1, 1, 2, 5, 14, ¨ ¨ ¨ A000108
p´1, 0q p 2
1 ` 4x`?1´ 4x,
2x
1` 4x`?1´ 4xq new 1, 0, 1, 2, 6, ¨ ¨ ¨ A000957
p2, 0q p 2
1 ´ 2x`?1´ 4x,
2x
1´ 2x`?1´ 4xq A039598 1, 3, 10, 35, 126, ¨ ¨ ¨ A001700
p1,´1q p 1
1 ´ x,
x
1´ xq A007318 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ¨ ¨ ¨ A000079
p0,´1q p1, xq A010054 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ A000012
p´1,´1q p 1
1 ` x,
x
1` xq A130595 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ A000007
p2,´1q p 1
1´ 2x,
x
1´ 2xq A038207 1, 3, 9, 27, 81, ¨ ¨ ¨ A000244
p1, 2q p 2
1` 2x`?1´ 8x` 4x2 ,
2x
1` 2x`?1´ 8x` 4x2 q new 1, 2, 7, 32, 166, ¨ ¨ ¨ A108524
p0, 2q p 2
1` 4x`?1´ 8x` 4x2 ,
2x
1` 4x`?1´ 8x` 4x2 q new 1, 1, 4, 19, 100, ¨ ¨ ¨ A007564
p´1, 2q p 2
1` 6x`?1´ 8x` 4x2 ,
2x
1` 6x`?1´ 8x` 4x2 q new 1, 0, 3, 12, 66, ¨ ¨ ¨ new
p2, 2q p 2
1`?1´ 8x` 4x2 ,
2x
1`?1´ 8x` 4x2 q new 1, 3, 12, 57, 300, ¨ ¨ ¨ A047891
Table 1. Specializations of pu, vq, Riordan arrays, and their row sums.
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defined bijection between Schröder paths of length 2n and di-sk trees with n nodes, such that the
number of hills is sent to the index of the first a-node.
Rn,kzRn´1,k´1 ΦÐÑ
n´1ď
j“k
Rn´1,j ˆ Bj´k ÐÑ
n´1ď
j“k
DTn,j`1 ˆBj´k ρÐÑ DTn`1,k`1zDTn,k
When combined with the bijection η in Theorem 3.6, this already gives an answer to Problem 1.3
(ii). Although finding a more direct bijection is still appealing.
On the other hand, with the aid of certain leaf-marked plane rooted trees, Claesson, Kitaev
and Steingrímsson constructed two bijections between Schröder paths of length 2n and separable
permutations of length n` 1. The second of their bijections pays special attention to the number
of hills.
Theorem 4.2 (cf. Theorem 2.2.48 in [11]). There is a bijection between the separable permu-
tations in Sn`1p2413, 3142q and the Schröder paths of length 2n such that the statistic comp on
permutations corresponds to comps on paths.
Here compsppq “ 1` h0ppq for each Schröder path p, and the definition of comp is given below.
Definition 4.3. For any permutation pi, compppiq is defined as the number of ways to factor
pi “ στ , so that each letter in the non-empty σ is smaller than any letter in τ , and τ is allowed to
be empty.
pi 123 132 213 231 312 321 2413 3142
iar 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
comp 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
Table 2. Values of iar vs. comp for eight permutations.
We compare the values of iar and comp in Table 2 for eight permutations. This table presages
the following corollary, which follows from Theorems 3.2 and 4.2. We can also see from the last two
columns in Table 2 that in general, iar and comp are not equidistributed over the entire symmetric
group.
Corollary 4.4. For all n ě 1, the two permutation statistics iar and comp are equidistributed on
Snp2413, 3142q.
Finally, it is worthwhile to study the newly introduced permutation statistic iar for its own
sake. In our future work [7], we plan to address the Wilf-equivalence problem for various classes
of pattern-avoiding permutations, with iar in mind.
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Figure 5. Images of pT, bq under the map ρ.
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